Quick Be Jack: A Jack Nolan Novel
(The Cap's Place Series Book 3)
Quick Be Jack is another snapshot into the adventures and evolving lives of Jack Nolan, former Michigan attorney turned bar owner and those who are a part of Cap’s Place, his South Florida Bar. He attempts to assist his friend, Detective Patty Johnson, who suspects that her partner leaked the information that almost cost Jack’s bartender her life. The answers Jack finds to lingering questions surrounding several murders and a potential government cover-up are most alarming and may prove to be deadly.
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Customer Reviews

Same great characters, another exciting story ... I love this author’s "Cap's Place Series," each book seeming to, only, get better and better! If you haven't read any of this fine author's books in this series, I'd suggest reading them, chronologically, though any/all can be read as a stand-alone book, as well. Another easy 5-Star rating ... and, I, sooo, hope that author Robert Tarrant writes another book or two (or three or four or more!) in this series, as I'd gladly purchase them all!

What a great read this series of three has been. The main character is himself a character
supported by interesting friends. There’s just enough covert suspense, moral dilemmas and unanswered questions to look forward to another Jack Nolan read!

I have read all three of this author's books, love Jack Nolan. The author has become one of my favorite. I read this in two sittings and loved every bit of it. Now will have to wait for book #3. Don’t pass this one as it is great.

Some heavy action, plus a lot of introspection and exploration of the inter-personal relationships of all the characters tied to Cap's Place. Keeps it interesting, and good story, with leads to the next book.

I fell across the first two books in this series about a month ago. I was very not happy when I finished. I wanted more and I wanted more now!!! When I saw book three was out I downloaded immediately and did not stop until the end of the book. The characters are rounded out so well that they are friends to me now. The plots are very well thought out. I have not one single thing to say that isn't 100% positive. Thank you Mr. Tarrant for one of the most enjoyable series I've read in a long, long time. Keep on writing but maybe a little faster please??

Quick be Jack is another great book by Tarrant! His 3rd book in the series. 1st book "Caps Place" 2nd book "Nimble Be Jack" Each book seem to get better then the last. Once you start reading his books you cant put them down. I'm looking forward to the next book to find out what happens to Jack and all the characters that have so come to life for me in this series.

What a pleasure, awesome book once again!!! I chuckled, I got choked up, and the suspense was great! What more could you ask for? The characters are so well developed I remember them from book to book with ease. This series always leaving me wanting for more! Patiently waiting....

Jack Nolan and the crew from Cap's Place are becoming more like friends with each new adventure. The reader is taken on a fast paced thrill ride that has plenty of beautiful women and snappy dialogue. I can't wait for the next explosive novel.
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